San Francisco Guzheng Music Society
Rising Higher Student Recital

Rising Higher 步步高
Jasmine Flowers, Purple Orchids,
Juliana Chen, Ken Lam, Carol Li, Alyssa Lui,
Jan Pang, Tinnie Situ, Justin Yuen

Ga Da Mei lin 嘎達梅林
Jamie Cheung, Christina Dai

Kang Ding Love Song 康定情歌
Jennifer Cheung

Su Wu Herding the Goats 蘇武放羊
Lauren Tran

Weaving Song 紡織忙
Purple Orchids, Jennifer Cheung
Lauren Tran, Justin Yuen

San Liu 三六
Michelle Wong

Dance of Yan Bian 延邊之歌
Angela Mak

Mongolian Song 草原之歌
Janice Shiu

Shan Dan Dan Blossoming Red 山丹丹開紅花艷艷
Nikki Zhang

General’s Command 將軍令
Elsie Woo

Hong Qi Canal 幸福渠水到俺村
Celina To

Jing Gang Mountain 井岡山上太陽紅
Virginia Yan

Lin Chong Fleeing in the Night 林沖夜奔
Belinda Yan

Tibetan Dance 西藏舞曲
Golden Flowers, Purple Orchids

Intermission

Night of the Fragrant Blossom 夜來香
Golden Flowers

Lotus Flower 出水蓮
Kin Tso

Morning Bell 幕鼓晨鐘
Anna Wong

Tartar Dance 塔塔爾舞曲
Qin Sounds Ensemble

Teals on the Lonely Shores 平沙落雁
David Wong

Mukamu 木卡姆散序與舞曲
Bonnie Lee

Chasing the Tiger up the Mountain 打虎上山
Winnie Wong

Horse Cart Racing 趕大車
Qin Sounds Ensemble

Performers

Jasmine Flowers
Jennifer Cheung
Juliana Chen

Kang Ding Love Song
Jennifer Cheung

Purple Orchids

San Liu
Michelle Wong

Golden Flowers

Shan Dan Dan Blossoming Red
Nikki Zhang

General’s Command
Elsie Woo

Hong Qi Canal
Celina To

Jing Gang Mountain
Virginia Yan

Lin Chong Fleeing in the Night
Belinda Yan

Tibetan Dance
Golden Flowers, Purple Orchids

Intermission

Night of the Fragrant Blossom
Golden Flowers

Lotus Flower
Kin Tso

Production
Producer / Musical Director - Liu Weishan
Emcee -
Stage Managers - David Wong, Winnie Wong
Videographer - William Zheng, Wai Hoy Shin

Event Committee-
Project Manager - Karen Sze
Ticket Manager - Andrea Yang
Karen Zhang

Special thanks to Col. Thomas Mui and his wife, Joy K. Mui and the San Francisco Salvation Army Chinatown Corps for the use of their space and their generous support, and all the parents, crew members and volunteer who made this recital possible.
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